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This year Bob Parker has continued looking into problems associ-
ated with electromagnetic induction. A seemingly simple technical ques-
tion has required some surprisingly heavy machinery to solve. In calcu-
lating the electromagnetic fields due to a controlled source in a realistic
model it is useful to find the response from a layered medium, which pro-
vides a starting point for more detailed, finite-element calculations; in
particular, the singular behavior near the transmitter is dealt with much
more naturally. The standard solution of the 1-dimensional system
demands the numerical evaluation of the Hankel transform:

P(r) =
∞

0

∫ Q(λ ) J0(rλ ) λ dλ

where Q(λ ) is a complex function computed from the solution of an ordi-
nary differential equation. While Q is very smooth, values of r encoun-
tered in practice generate very oscillatory integrands; see Fig 1. Tradi-
tional numerical quadrature techniques become impractical when good
accuracy is needed for hundreds thousands of such integrals.

The solution to this problem has been to approximate Q with an expan-

sion in a set of functions whose transforms can be evaluated exactly:

Q(λ ) =
N

n=1
Σ βn gn(λ )

P(r) =
N

n=1
Σ βn ĝn(r), where ĝn(r) =

∞

0

∫ gn(λ ) J0(rλ ) λ dλ .

Even this approach has its limitations, since a very high degree of approxima-

tion is required when r becomes large, and 200 terms may be needed in the

Figure 1: Typical kernel function Q(λ ) and integrand of the transform

when r = 10 km.



Figure 2: Integrand of transform on the imaginary axis.

expansion with functions that have elementary transforms. My resolution is

to exploit the fact that Q(λ ) exp(hλ ) is an analytic function, regular at infinity,

so that one can employ an orthogonal polynomial expansion of this function

in the variable η = λ /(λ + λ 0); this expansion requires far fewer terms (typi-

cally 30) to achieve a comparable precision.

These basis functions however must now be integrated numerically. To

do this effectively the transform can be regarded as a contour integral, and

the path of integration rotated onto the positive imaginary axis as there are

no singularities of the approximate integrand in the first quadrant. Now the

integral to be evaluated are in the form

P(r) =
∞

0

∫ F(µ) K0(rµ) µ dµ

where the Bessel function K0(rµ) decays exponentially instead of oscillating

like J0(rλ ). The new integrand is quite benign, as can be seen above.

The papers below reflect work in other areas of interest. The one con-

cerning reduction of bias in multitaper estimation was briefly described in

the 2007 Annual Report.
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